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Reverse transfer policies are spreading across the nation, and leading the way are the 15 states funded through the Credit When It's Due (CWID) initiative. The CWID initiative was designed to encourage partnerships of community colleges and universities to significantly expand programs that award associate's degrees to transfer students when students complete the requirements for the associate's degree while pursuing a bachelor's degree. Visit the CWID website to learn more about the initiative.

In this webinar, OCCRL researchers will share results from a recently released thought paper, "Optimizing Reverse Transfer Policies and Processes: Lessons from Twelve CWID States." The webinar will highlight the changes that states, systems, and institutions are implementing to support reverse transfer. CWID leaders from Michigan and Ohio will share their state's experiences with reverse transfer during the CWID grant. This webinar is an opportunity for participants to learn about this national initiative and engage in meaningful dialogue about reverse transfer with leaders and researchers.

To learn more about the CWID initiative prior to the webinar, visit the OCCRL CWID website where you can read OCCRL research, learn about how states are implementing reverse transfer, and read related blogs and reflections on reverse transfer from CWID.
states.

Join the Twitter conversation on reverse transfer by using the hashtag #reversetransfer

Please click here to register for the webinar.
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**CWID Fact Sheet**

Need help explaining CWID? Still learning about CWID's purpose and goals?

View the [CWID Fact Sheet](#).
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**SUBSCRIBE**

Was this issue forwarded to you? Subscribe to the CWID Messenger so you receive the latest updates on Credit When It's Due.
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